
KALBOTYRA XXXII (3) J98J 

IHERARCHAL RELATIONS WITIllN THE SYSTEM OF 
DISTINCI'IVE FEATURFS 

(with special reference to English and Lithaamaa) 

ALBERTAS STEPONAVICIUS 

The development of phonology took a definitely structural turn when liaguists 
realized the importance of the now well-known Saussu~ean dictum: "Les phonemes 
sont avant tout les entites oppositives, relatives et negatives" [Saussure, 1922, p.I64; 
CocCIOP, 1977, p. 151]. This amounts to saying that phonemes are characterized 
not simply by their proper qualities, but by their oppositions to one another. Pho
nemes are opposed to each other by one or more sound features, which may be ex
pressed in articulatory or acoustic terms. Therefore in 1932 Roman Jakobson sug
gested the definition of the phoneme as a cluster, or bundle, of distinctive features 
(in de Saussure's terms, "elements differentiels" • distinctive elements') [see Jakobson, 
1962, p. 231; 1971, p. 105]. Nowadays this Jakobsonian definition of the phoneme 
has been almost universally accepted. Followi~g the tradition of functional linguis
tics, a more exhaustive definition of the phoneme could read as follows: the phoneme 
is the basic unit of the sound system, paradigmatically defined as a cluster of distinc
tive features (DFs), syntagmatically, as a minimal linear segment, regularly in con
trastive distribution with the other analogous segments, and characterized by con
stitutive and distinctive functions. Considering the paradigmatic aspect of the defi
nition as its most essential part, we should attach especial importance to the theo
ies of DFs and oppositi ons. The current theories of DFs and oppositions vary from 
linguistic school to linguistic school and even from phonologist to phonologist. There
fore in the existing distinctive feature theories it is essential to assess properly both 
solutions which are indisputably tenable and those which are open to doubt. One 
may well begin with a critical appreciation of the fundamental works of N. S. Tru
betzkoy, on the one hand, and Roman Jakobson and his co-workers, on the other, 
which have established two main approaches to the problem of DFs and oppositions. 
The importance of Trubetzkoy's works in the domain of sound features lies in elab~ 
orating a comprehensive taxonomy of DFs and his attempts at systematizing pho
nological oppositions, based upon such features [see Tpy6eqKoii, 1960, pp. 73-
206]. Jakobson has greatly influenced and even determined the linguistic thinking 
of phonologists by demonstrating the possibility of presenting all types of opposi
tions and features as binary. The principle of binarism as the inherent principle of lin-
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guistic relationships was put forward by Jakobson in 1938 [see Jakobson, 1962, pp. 
272-279, the article "Observations sur le classement phol!ologique consonnes"]. 
Later on, the principles of what may be called dichotomic phonology were develop
ed not only by Jakobson, but also by his numerous ·co-workers and followers, 
first of all by Gunnar Fant and Morris Halle. They have drawn a comparatively 
compact inventory of DFs by way of generalizing several acoustic or articulatory 
features of a similar nature when these features cannot be found to function simul
taneously in the same language, so as to make them represent a single phonologi
cal feature [51Ko6coH, ct>aHT H XaJIJIe, 1962; Jakobson, Fant and Halle, 1963; 
Jakobson and Halle, 1957; 51K06coH H X3JIJIe, 1962; Halle, 1957; Halle, 1964]. 
This inventory has been declared to be exhaustive and finite, i. e. listing all the 
contrasts that can be found in languages' . 

It must be conceded that even purely hypothetically the binary structure of DFs 
seems most plausible; distinctive features as elementary units of the phonological 
structure must be characterized by most elementary relationships, and binary oppo
sitions are the most elementary of all possible relationships. The practice of phono
logical analysis, moreover, has fully confirmed this, as the most exact definitions of 
phonemes, their most consistent classifications and hierarchical order seem to be 
those which are expressed in terms of binary features. Besides, Trubetzkoy's sys
tem of DFs and oppositions may by freely integrated into binary systems, though, 
naturally, with some modifications of the former. It may be pointed out as a remind
er that in "Grundziige der Phonologie" Trubetzkoy put forward three criteria for 
classifying phonological oppositions, (I) their relationship to the other oppositions 
of the same system, (2) the relationship between members of the same opposition, 
(3) the extent of their distinctive force in different positions, respectively distinguish
ing (1) bilateral and multilateral, proportional and isolated oppositions, (2) priva
tive, gradual, and equipollent oppositions, (3) constant and neutralizable oppositions. 
Trubetzkoy's distinction between multilateral and bilateral opposition preserves its 
significance in that it renects the degree of closeness of relationships of phonemes, 
viz., the most close relationships in the case of bilateral oppositions and more loose 
relationships in the case of multilateral oppositions. Secondly, in terms of propor
tional and isolated oppositions we can express the degree of paradigmatic integra
tion of phonemes. Reinterpretation, however, is indispensable in the case of Trubetz
koy's gradual, privative, and equipollent oppositions. As has been demonstrated by 
Jakobson, Halle, Fant, Chomsky and others, the distinctions of vowels of different 
tongue-height may be expressed in binary features (the fact that the offered solutions 

1 Sometimes, however, they admit that this inventory cannot be considered once and for all 
established; cf. Fant, 1973, p. 171. 
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may be somehow different is not so essential here) [cf. Jakobson, 1962, pp. 484-
485; Chomsky and Halle, 1968, pp. 304-306; Wang, 1968, p. 701]. The notion of 
graduality, just like those of privativeness and equipollence, is useful, though, when 
we want to indicate the physical implementation of sound features. From the point 
of view of their physical nature, binary sound features may be termed privative when 
they are based upon the presence and absence of the same sound property, gradual 
when they present different gradations of the same property, and equipollent when 
they are represented by two physically different and logically equivalent properties. 
For the sake of consistency of phonological analysis a positively expressed feature and 
the respective negatively expressed feature should be considered as two different 
features and not the same feature with the plus and minus values (though in matri
ces it is most natural to specify the positively expressed features with the sign plus, 
and the negatively expressed features, with the sign minus, e. g., f + round f, 
f- round f). Binary sound features are by definition contradictory, i. e., they can
not cluster with each other into phonemes and their phonetic realizations [cf. 
nnoTKHH, 1970, p. 23]. The sound feature theory must provide a means for describ
ing both phonemes (when sound features serve as DFs) and their phonetic reali
zations (when sound features serve as non-distinctive features). 

Another matter of importance is the choice between articulatory and acoustic 
features. Trubetzkoy worked mainly in terms of articulatory features. Though he 
seems to have been under the impression that acoustic terminology as compared with 
articulatory is less ambiguous, he did not think that it mattered much for phonologi
cal analysis which one is made use of and gave preference to articulatory terminology 
because of its traditionally familiar character [cf. Tpy6euKOi!, 1960, pp. 101-102]. 
Later on, Jakobson, Halle and Fant worked out a detailed system of acoustic fea
tures, correlating them with articulatory features. Their works introduced a kind of 
fashion for acoustic features, much less followed in countries with strong tradi
tions of functional linguistics, such as the Soviet Union or Czechoslovakia. In the 
last decade, as evidenced already by Chomsky and Halle [1968]. the shift has been 
towards articulatory terms again. The articulatory terms, much more transparent 
and unequivocal than their acoustic counterparts, have proved to be more operative 
both in synchronic and diachronic analysis (especially in the latter). Of course, no
body can deny the importance of acoustic correlates of sound features as subsidia
ry means of phonological description. 

The further progress of phonology lies much in defining more precisely the uni
versal inventory of DFs, in establishing hierarchies of DFs and phonological oppo
sitions, and in testing the validity of the general principles of phonological analysis 
on the material of particular languages. In this article an attempt has been made to 
define more precisely hierarchal relations within the system of DFs, both from the 
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point of view of language universals, and the phonemic systems of particular langua
ges, especially English and Lithuanian". 

Distinctive features may be hierarchically grouped according to the degree of their 
universality, thus distinguishing universal (or near-universal) and language specific 
features, or according to their functional significance. thus distinguishing primary 
and secondary features. It is the criterion of universality which in the main deter
mines the paradigmatic arrangement of phonemes in overall patterns. The set-up of 
hierarchies must be such that oppositions of a higher rank comprise oppositions ofa 
lower rank; It follows from this that subclasses of different classes of phonemes 
are not structurally and functionally identical and must be set up independently. 
irrespective of the possible identity of the anthropophonic nature of their DFs [cf. 
TIJIOTKHH, 1970, p. 24]. Classes of phonemes may also be separated into subclas
ses by more than one pair of DFs at a time; in such cases the same phonemes may 
belong simultaneously to different subclasses, characterized by crossing relation
ships (cf. the oppositions of vowels of more than two degrees of aperture, or the in
terpretation of stops, fricatives and affricates below). When describing particular 
languages, for the sake of economy of linguistic description, separate pairs of Ilniver
sal distinctive features may be reduced to a single pair of features. 

The main distinction of universal (or, to be more exact, near-universal) charac
ter is that between consonants and vowels, with both liquids and glides classified as 
consonants3• This universally primary distinction is expressed by means of two pairs 
of features, consonantal vs. nonconsonantal, and vocalic vs. nonvocalic, in view of the 
possible presence in some languages of items to be specified as I -con, -voc I (cf. 
the interpretation of the lE i/i. u/u), or as I +con, +voc I (cf. the "group-pho
neme" of V. K. Zuravl'ov DKypa~JIeB, 1966D. Practically, however, in the case 
of the majority of languages these two pairs of universal features are reducible to 
a single pair, consonantal vs. vocalic (nonconsonantal) . 

• We have supplied the article with the overall patterns and matrices of the Modern English 
and Lithuanian phonemes (tables 1-8). In so far as we are interested here mainly in demonstrating 
the relevance of the suggested principles of bierarchal arrangement of phonemes, we shall not detail 
all the controversial problems of the phonological analysis of the two languages. The propounded 
-analysis of tbe Lithuanian phonemes is closest to that by Schmalstieg [1958; 1972] and Kazlaus
kas [1966] in that diphthongs are analysed as biphonemic; besides, [e] and [E] are interpreted 
as allophones of the same phoneme ( le/). 

• As early as 1912 L. V. Scerba suggested the possibility of phonological systems with no con
trast between consonants and vowels. Tbe idea was further developed by D. V. Bubrix; and was suc
cessfully made use of in the analysis of concrete languages by E. D. Polivanov, the A. and E. Dra
gunovs, N. F. Jakovlev, M. V. Gordina, A. H. Kuipers, S. D. Kacnel'son, R. 1. Avanesov, V. K. tu 
ravl'ov. A very concise and exhaustive survey of works on the problem may be found in turavl'ov 
[/KypaaneB. 1966]. 
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With regard to consonantal modal features, primary importance should be at
tached to the features obstruent vs. nonobstruent, and sonant vs. nonsonant. In the ma
jority of languages these two pairs of features may be reduced to the single pair 0b
struent vs. sonant (nonobstruent). The additional features I -obstr I and I -son {are 
indispensable, however, in the case of the presence of such phonemes as the Czech 
I f I. or the Chippewyan I 11 dl tt' I, which are to be specified as I + son, + obstr I. 
in contradistinction to I +son. -obstr 1 (e. g. Ir f), and 1 +obstr. -son I (e. g. 
(s I). 

The next pairs of modal features which must be classified among the primary and 
universal ones are stop vs. nonstop, and fricative vs. nonfricative. with stops proper 
specified as 1+ stop, - fric 1 • fricatives proper specified as 1+ fric, - stop I , and af
fricates specified as I + stop. + fric I. When affricates are lacking, it suffices to have 
a single pair of the features in question (stop vs. fricative, .or stop vs. nonstop. or 
fricative vs. nonfricalive). 

The consonantal distinction nasal vs. nonnasal, though language universal. is 
secondary from the point of view of particular languages in that it is relevant only 
in the subsystem of sonants. 

All the other modal features of consonants are language specific in that their pres
ence or absence, primary or secondary status depends upon the concrete type of the 
language under analysis. 

In determining the degree of the universality of the consonantal features accord
ing to the place of articulation, a sharp distinction should be made betwccn the 80-

-called active and passive organs of speech. According to the participation of the ac
tive organs of speech the following three natural classes of phonemes may be dis
tinguished: labial, apical, and dorsal. The contrasts between these classes are spec
ified by means of the following universal (or near-universal) DFs: apical vs. nonapi
cal, labial vs. nonlabial, and dorsal vs. nondorsal. The actual utilization of these fea
tures and especially their hierarchical ordering, however, may be rather language spe
cific. From the point of view of language universals the distinction apical vs. nonapi
cal is of a higher hierarchical ordering than the other two oppositions', i. e. conso
nants must be contrasted first of all as apicals and nonapicals, unless there are rea
sons to do otherwise. Thus, in Pro to-Germanic the local series Id z t 9 s n I rjl contrasts 
with the rest of the consonants as apical vs. nonapical. Considering the presence of 
rounded dorsals in Proto-Germanic, the nonapicals may be further contrasted here 
as labial vs. nonlabial (dorsal) ( I b P f m I vs. I g g" k kW x x" j w 1 ). and as round
ed vs. nonrounded ( I gW kW XW w I vs. 1 g k xj f). In Old Englisb, on the other band, 
consonants contrast according to the point of articulation first of all as labial vs. non
labial (the labial series is represented by I p pp b bb f ff m mm w I ). The nonlabials 

• Proved, among otber tbings, by tbe presence of apical. in all !be known laoguascs [sec 
Tpy6eUKOii, 1960, p. 142). 
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of Old English may be further subdivided according to the features apical vs. non
apical (dorsal). The apical series is represented by ( t tt d dd C di: 11 88 s ss sill r 
rr ( , and the nonapical, by ( k kk g gg x xx j ( . The Old English nonlabial phoneme 
( n ( is special in that it has both the apical and the nonapical (dorsal) allophones 
[n I - [g I, which prove the irrelevance of the features ( ± apical ( for its phonem
ic specification. This very fact also suggests that the contrast labial vs. nonlabial 
with respect to Old English is of a higher rank than the contrast apical vs. nonapi
cal. Besides, in view of the absence of the rounded dorsal series, the Old English pho
neme (w ( could be integrated into the system only as a labial consonant. Lithua
nian, with its a1lophones [nl - [gl of the phoneme (n / ,is much like Old English: 
here consonants contrast first of all as labial vs. nonlabial (the labials constitute the 
series (b' b p' P v' v f' f m' m ( ), the nonlabials further contrasting as apical vs. 
nonapical (dorsal) (see table~ 5-6). Modem English, which has phonemicized the 
allophones [n I - [g I into the opposition (n ( - / g (, may be described as con
trasting its consonants according to the place of articulation first of all as apical vs. 
nonapical, the nonapicals further contrasted as labial vs. nonlabial (dorsal) ( / b p 
v fw m / vs. (g k hj g ( (see tables 1-2). 

Further local specirications of consonants according to points in the stationary 
part of the vocal tract, viz., teeth, alveole, palate, velum, uvula and pharynx, are high
ly language specific. The most common and important of such distinctions is pal
atal vs. nonpalatal (velar). For Lithuanian, just like for many other languages, this 
is a contrast of primary importance; all the Lithuanian consonants, with the excep
tion of (j (, correlate as palatal and velar. 

In some cases the exact points of the above-mentioned articulations are phono
logically essential. Thus, in Old English in the series of fricative nonstop obstruents 
there were three kinds of apicals whose contrasts may be expressed in the most nat
ural way as dental vs. postdentali (nondental) ( (11 88 ( vs. (sss 5 n, with the post
dentals further contrasting as alveolar vs. postalveolar (nonalveolar) (/ s ss I vs. 
( s (). The contrast of the Old English (I 11 ( with (r rr ( may also be expressed 
by means of the features alveolar vs. postalveolar. The same two pairs of DFs, dental 
vs. postdental, and alveolar vs. postalveolar, preserve their relevance for the corre
sponding consonants of Modern English (the dental/a a / vs. the postdental ( s z 
si:/ ; the alveolar (s z (and /1 (vs. the postalveolar (s i: ( and / r /, respectively). 

In many other cases different, though adjacent, points in the stationary part of 
the vocal tract participate in the production of the same local series. In such cases 
phonological contrasts may be said to rest simply on the difference between more ad
vanced and more retracted articulations. For example, in Proto-Germanic there 
were two apicals in the series of voiced obstruents and two apicals in the series of voice
less fricative obstruents, which from the purely articulatory point of view must have 
differed as dental ( / d a / ) and postdental ( (z s ( ). Besides, there were two api-
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EagUsh consonantal phonemes and their DFs 
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cals in the series of nonnasal sonants, the alveolar / I / and the postalveolar I r I. 
For the sake of economy of description, these two pairs of features may be reduced 
to a single pair and termed front vs. back (f d 6 I I vs. / z s r /). The same analysis 
and terminology may be applied to the two series_of Lithuanian apicals (the front 
/ dz' dz c' c z' z s' s I' I1 vs. the back / dz' dz c' c z' z s' s r' r f). 

Additional specifications of local series of consonants are provided by lip-round
ing and, correspondingly, the features rounded vs. nonrounded [on details see Choms
ky and Halle, 1968, pp. 309-311], essential for the description of Indo-European 
and Proto-Germanic dorsals (lE / kW gW gWh W / vs. / k g gh j / ; PrGmc / kW xW gW 
w / vs. / k x g j f). 

Vocalic features of aperture are universal in that all the known languages have 
at least two vowel heights, the most regular type being three heights. English and Lith
uanian also belong to the language type with three vowel heights. At least in the ma
jority of cases the choice of the binary features of aperture depends exclusively upon 
the number of vowel heights. Contrasts of two vowel heights are specified as 
high vs. low (nonhigh). Vowels of three degrees of aperture, such as / i u I vs. le 
o / vs. / a /, are contrasted by means of two pairs of features, high vs. nonhigh (f i 
u / vs. I e 0 a f), and low vs. nonlow (f a I vs. / e 0 i u f). These features enable us to 
describe / i u / as /+high, -Iow /, I a I, as /+Iow, -high I, and le 0 I, as I-high, 
-Iow I. Vowels of four degrees of aperture, such as / i u I vs. leo/ vs. le:J I vs. Ire 
a I, can also be contrasted only by two pairs of features, high vs. low (nonhigh) (f i 
u e 0 I vs. I e :J re at), and mid vs. nonmid (f e 0 e :J I vs. I i u re a I). These features 
enable us to describe I i u I in such cases as / +high, -mid /, le 0 /, as I + high, 
+mid I, le:J I, as I-high, +mid I, and / re aI, as I-high, -mid I. Short vowels 
of four degrees of aperture may be posited for Old West Mercian, a dialect of Old 
English [see Steponavicius, 1971, p. 26]. 

Primary importance should be attached to the vocalic features front vs. non
front, back vs. nonback, and rounded vs. nonrounded. The utilization of these voca
lic features is rather language specific, and O{l their basis separate typologies may be 
established, depending on whether tongue-retraction, or lip-rounding, or both are 
distinctive. The first two pairs of features may most often be reduced to a single pair, 
front (nonback) vs. back (nonfronr) (potentially both frontness an d backness 
may be marked). The discrimination of the pairs front vs. nonfront, and back vs. 
nonback in the universal inventory of DFs is essential, however, in view of the pres
ence of monophonemic diphthongs, combining both front and back articulations. The 
description of phonological systems with central vowels, especially centering diph
thongs, moreover, may be much simpler when utilizing the features central vs. non
central, though it is also possible to specify central vowels as I - front, - back/. All 
this also suggests that the distinction gliding (diphthong) vs. nongliding (mono
phthong) goes to the making of the universal inventory of distinctive features. It is 
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important to realize that not only diphthongs, but also monophtongs may be marked 
in the correlation monophthong vs. diphthong. Thus, the Modern English checked 
vowels, phonematically marked·, in view of the diphthongal character of aD the free 
vowels, may alternatively be termed the marked monophthongs (see tables 3 - 4) . 

• The analysis of the Modem Eoslish vowels in terms of the correlation of contact (checked 
vs. free; Russ. YCl!'leHHblrl-Heyc"""HHblrl) prevails among SovietliJl8Uists. It goes back to Tru
betzkoy [Tpy6eUKOH, 1960, p. 218J, who approached tbe Modem Eoslish vowels in terms 
of the prosodic features of "fester" and "loser AnschluO". Though the majority of Soviet liJl8Uists, 
following Trubetzkoy. argue for tbe prosodic interpretation of the correlation, Plotkin [£1narKHK, 

1976, pp. 67 ff.J analyses the relevBOt features as ioberently pbonematic. not prosodic (be calls 
tbem the features of abruptness). We accept Plotkin's interpretation, differing, howeyer, from 
bim on the further paradigmatic division of nonchecked ("abrupt") vowels [d. nnOTKHH. 1976. 
p. 97 and the overall pallem of the Modem English vowels in this article, table 4 J. 
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dz' +1+1+1+1+1°1 1+1+1+ 1+1+/-1+1-101- -101-x 
dz +1+[+1+1+1°1-1+1+[- ~ 1+1-/010101+1+ 0101+ 
c' +1+1+1+1-1°1-1+1+1+ m 1+1-loiolo~+I+ 010[-
c +1+;+i+I-[ol-[+I+I- D' 1+1-/010101+1- +101+ 

d1' +1+1+1+1+loj-I+I-I+ D 1+1-1 010101+1- +101-
d1 +/+1+1+1+101-1+1-1- I' I+I-!ololol-I- +!+I+ 
~' +/+[+I+!-lol-I+I-I+ I I+I-Iojoloj-I-I+I+I-
~ +I+I+[+I-iol-I+/-I- ~ I+I-iololol-I-I+:-[+ 
v' +1+1-1+1+!ol+lolol+ r 1+[-/0101 01-1-1+1-1-
v +1+j-I+I+lol+lolol- j /+/-1 010 101-1-1-1 01+ 



Table 6 

The overall pattern of the Lithuanian 
consonantal phonemes 

b' b d'd g' g 

p' p " t k' k 

dz'dz d~' dz 
c' c f' f 

v'v z' z z' Z b' h 

f' f s' s ~' ~ x' x 
m'm n' n 

\' I 

Table 8 

Tbe overall pattern of the Lithuanian 
vowel phonem.es 

i: 
e:(e) 

E: 

Table 7 

Lithuanian vowel phonemes and their DFs 

Distinctive features 

'ii) 

C 
c 

~ 0 e .. c c 
u 5l .. 
15 c ~ -;. EO e .c 0 

~ = 0 c.. U -I "" 
i I - I - I + I - I + 

e I - I - I - I 0 I + 

u I - I - I + I - I -

o I - I - I - I - I -

a I - I - I - I + I -
i: I - I + I + I - I + 

e: I - I + I - I - I + 

E: I - I + I - I + I + 

u: I - I + I + I - I -
0: I - I + I - I - I -

a: I - I + I - I + I -, 

In addition to falling and rising types of diphthongs, distinguished on the basis 
of prosodic criteria (a diphthong is termed falling when its stronger element precedes 
the weaker one, and rising when the stronger element foUows the weaker one), the 
main phonematic structural types of diphthongs are (I) monoserial diphthongs 
(when the elements of a diphthong are realized in the same series) and diserial diph
thongs (when the elements are realized in different series), and (2) level diphthongs, 
on the one hand, and closing and opening diphthongs, on the other (in level diph
thongs the degree of aperture for both elements is the same, in closing diphthongs 
the second element is higher than the first, and in opening diphthongs, on the con
trary, the second element is lower). No additional features are necessary for the mu
t.ual contrasts of such diphthongs: just like monophthongs, diphthongs may be 
specified by means of the features I ± frontl, I ± back I, I ± central I, I ± round I, and 
the features of aperture (cf. the description of the English non checked vowels in 
table 3). 
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ИЕРАРХИЯ ДИСТИНКТИВНЫХ ПРИЭНАКОВ 

А. СТЕПОНАВИЧЮС 

Резюме 

В этой работе рассматривается иерархия дистинктивныx признаков (ДП) и фонологиче

ских ОППОЗИЦИЙ как с точки зрения языковых универсал ий, так и с точки зрения фоноло

гических структур отдельных языков, в особенности зиг лийского и литовского. Иерархия 

противопоставлений ДО~lжна устанавливаться таким образом, чтобы проrnвопоставления 

высшеro порядка включали противопоставления низшего порядка. Из этого следует. ЧТО 

подклассы разных классов фонем, даже при тождественности антропофонической при роды 

их приэнаков, структурно не являются тождественными и ДОЛЖНЫ устанавливаться caMO~ 

стоs.тельно. Основное противопоставление - это противопоставление гласных и саг nас

ны,' при классификации плавных и ГЛЗЙДОВ как согласных. Данное универсально при

марное противопоставление выражается с помощЬЮ двух пар приэнаков, •• консонантныЙ
неконсонантный" и ,.80калическиЙ-яевокалическиЙ". Практически. однако. в бо.'lЬШИНСТве 

языков ЭТИ две пары признаков можно свести к одной, "консонантныЙ-вокалическиЙ". 

Из консонантных модальных признаков первостепенное значение должно придаваться при

знакам "шумный-нешумный" и ,.сонант-несонант". Следующая пара модальных при

знаков. которые должны рассматриваться в ЧИС.lе универсальных и первичных, это - .,смыч

ныi{-несмычыы" и "фрикативныЙ-нефрикативныЙ". Консонантные признаки "назальный

неназальный 66 , хотя и представ.'1ЯЮТ собой языковую универсалию, являются вторичными 

с точки зрения отдельных языков. При определении степени универсальности консонант

ных признаков по месту артикуляции необходимо четко разграничивать так называемые 

,.активные" и "пассивные" органы речи. По участию активных органов речи могут быть 

выделены три основных локальных класса консонантных фонем: лабиальные, апикальные 

и дорсальные. Противопоставления данных классов в.ыразимы посредством следующих 

универсальных (или б~,изких К таковым) ДП: "апикальный - неапикальный", ,.лабиальныЙ

нелабиа..'1ЬНЫЙ·· и "дорсальный -недорсальный". Конкретное же использование этих 

ДП скорее образует специфику того или ииого языка. Еще более специфичными будут ло

кальные признаки согласных по участию пассивных органов речи, таких как зубы, альвео

лы, твердое нёбо, мягкое нё60, язычок, гортань. Вокалическне признаки раскрытия универ

са.1ЬНЫ в том отношении, что во всех известных языках имеются гласные по крайней мере 

двух ступеней подъема. Противопоставления по ДП гласных "передний-непередний", 

,,задний - неэадний", "центральный - нецентральный" и "огубленный - неогубленный 11 ЯВ

ЛЯЮТСЯ специфическими для данного языка. 
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